By Kendra Sparks

Lies of the Heart (And Other Hidden Trivia Facts)

Trivia Fact #6: Plaid does NOT go with everything.
I understand. Some guys are drawn to plaids. A plaid shirt, however, does
not go with paisley shorts and a tie-dye cap. Plaid shorts do not go with a
tuxedo t-shirt, neon crocs and a straw cowboy hat. Plaid! Did I ever once
see you wearing anything other than plaid? P.S. The last time I looked
through a college catalogue, “Lumber-jacking” wasn’t offered as a class.
Trivia Fact #7: Belching after a meal is considered good manners in
China.
I know you love hot dogs. We ALL know you love hot dogs, but hearing
how much you love hot dogs is just gross! We live in the United States.
Enough said.
Trivia Fact #8: Manicures are unisexual.
Yes, I like to get my nails done. Most girls do. Clean, manicured nails are
a sign of self-pride. When a person has nice nails, you’re letting people
know you care about your appearance. According to a recent article in
a national men’s magazine, men are now getting their nails manicured,
too. I tell you this, because I don’t think you know it is ever an option for
you. I’m sure your family owns a pair of nail clippers—somewhere in that
house of yours. I dare say, however, that your family must have lost them.
The next time you wear a pair of sandals or flip flops, you might want to
seriously consider asking me to loan you that article.
Trivia Fact #9: Breath mints are affordably priced.
I simply mention this tidbit of information, because the only breath mints
you ever ingested were the ones I offered you after one of your endless hot
dog binges. I know, again I mention your love of hot dogs. I’m obviously

At some point in each of our lives, we will more than likely either write
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facts, Kendra Sparks introduces us to a young girl, whose goal is to fillin-the-blanks with the truths she kept hidden from her boyfriend during
their year-and-a-half relationship. This short story should be performed
by a female and be entered in Prose Interpretation. There are a myriad
of emotions found within this text. These emotions include: anger,
suppressed anger, sarcasm, embarrassment, and even at times, a touch
of melancholy. It’s true this is a break-up letter; however, remember,
at one time in their relationship, the narrator had tender feelings
towards the recipient of this letter. Be careful, therefore, not to let the
anger—suppressed or otherwise—dominate the performance. Comic
timing will lighten the intensity of the character’s emotional outbursts.
Really work hard to keep the narrator’s strong sense of likeability. It is
important that the audience like her. Yes, their relationship had its share
of trouble, but don’t miss out on the golden opportunity to showcase
the character’s softer side at the end of the letter. Play the narrator’s
eternal sense of hope as she forges into the future—the hope she has
of someday actually finding her prince charming. If it is necessary to
cut this selection, feel free to renumber the trivia facts to represent one
continuous flow throughout the performance. The drama mask icons
are simply visible to show the performer when to turn the pages in the
manuscript.
First, I never thought I would be writing to you again. After all, not
many people would write a letter to an ex they’ve gone steady with and
broken up with—four times, yet here I am writing you one final letter.
Consider this my final goodbye, because that’s exactly what it is—one
last goodbye. Adios. Sayonara. See you in the funny papers. It’s time to
move on, and I just want closure—real closure—for me. I deserve that.
After you read this letter, you can throw it away, burn it, stick it in the
paper shredder, or you can sit on your bed and let it soak into your thick
skull like those impossible-to-solve mathematical problems you seemed
so preoccupied with when we were supposed to be spending quality time
together. Frankly, I don’t care what you do with it, but I do hope you read
it. Maybe it will finally give you some answers to those impossible-tosolve questions you had concerning me.
Because you’ve always been a true left-brain thinker—which was one
of the qualities that originally attracted me to you in the first place—I’m
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I know you consider yourself a person who “reads.” But people who say
they “read” read books—books with pages—pages filled with a plethora
of words. People who say they read do not pick up magazine-like books—
okay, comics—filled with animated pictures and little bubbles coming
out of their mouths saying words like “zap,” “bonk,” and “yeppers.”. So,
before you include something as misleading as “likes to read” in your
future little online dating profile, you might want to hide the comic books
under your bed. Yeah, hide them under your bed—right next to that lost
hot dog covered in dust bunnies! You freak!
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Trivia Fact #5: You’re not as “literate” as you think you are.
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Trivia Fact #1: I’m not really allergic to hot dogs.

At least twice a month we would go to the movies. You knew I liked
love stories. You knew that. Yet, nine out of every ten movies we saw
together involved intergalactic battles, fast cars, slow-motion special
effects, or robots. After sitting through every sci-fi/action-thriller/zombie
flick, you’d always say I could pick the next movie. Guess what? You
lied. I rarely got to see the guy get the girl. I virtually never got to see
the guy kiss the girl for the first time while beautiful music played in the
background at the end of the movie. And by “beautiful music,” I mean
music without a cello. Why? Well, let me tell you. Love stories don’t
involve a couple driving a super-fast car with slow-motion special effects
as they’re trying to get away from the robots from outer space! A little
FYI for when and IF you ever sucker another girl into going out with you,
robots aren’t romantic. And neither were you as you ate not one, not two,
but THREE hot dogs every time we went to the movies. And you wonder
why I never wanted to make out with you. You truly are one clueless guy.
You know that?

I lied when I told you I was allergic to hot dogs. I’m not. I simply don’t
like them. The fact that hot dogs were a staple in your intake of 4,000 plus
daily calories was something I was willing to accept. Every time we went
to grab a bite to eat, you ordered a hot dog. You kept asking me over and
over if I wanted one, too. I said no, but that answer was never enough
for you. You’d ask me if I liked hot dogs. I’d lie and say sure, doesn’t
everybody? You’d ask me if I wanted one. I’d say no. You’d ask me if I
was sure I didn’t want a hot dog. I’d say yes. You’d ask me why I didn’t
want a hot dog. I’d lie and say I wasn’t really hungry—even when I was
starving. This Abbott and Costello routine went on for weeks, and then
I couldn’t stand it any longer. We went to grab a bite to eat, you ordered
a hot dog and asked if I wanted one, and I said no—again. But that time
when you asked why I didn’t want one, I lied and said I’m allergic to hot
dogs. I still remember the look you gave me. It was like you were hurt.
You asked me why I never told you that in the first place. I stumbled
around and told you it was embarrassing—being allergic to something as
American as hot dogs. I had no idea anyone could eat a hot dog every
single day. By the way, I think you’re looking at some serious health
problems down the road. You might want to check with a physician. So,
the point here is, I lied. I’m not allergic. To my knowledge, I’m not
allergic to anything. And I don’t just dislike hot dogs. I hate them. I
don’t know. If I’m really being honest here, you probably made me hate
them. Before, I just disliked them. Now, I’m sure. You made me hate hot
dogs.
Trivia Fact #2: The cello is one, big, sad instrument.
I know your mother plays the cello. Believe me, I know. You made me
listen to her play every time I came over to visit. The truth is your mother

Trivia Fact #3: Robots are not romantic!

Trivia Fact #4: CATS are superior!
I know you always said you were a dog-kinda-guy. I get it. You like
dogs. I never said I didn’t like dogs, but I did tell you that I liked cats.
You said cats were stupid. They shed; they’re not affectionate; and they
can’t do tricks, you said. Well, guess what, mister? Consider me a cat!
Because if I ever see you again, I will scratch your eyes out! I will claw
you with my ferocious nails! Not very affectionate, am I? I guess I am
trying to shed all memories of you. So run home to your mother. I’m
sure she’ll be happy to console you with her big, fat cello, as you cry
into her apron strings. How’s that for a trick? Huh? Remember this and
remember it good: I am a CAT! Hear me MEOW!
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plays beautifully. She’s very talented. I lied, however, when I told both
of you I loved the cello. The cello has to be one of the saddest sounding
instruments ever created. The cello is like a big bully. The cello can
make a happy song sound beaten up in less than five single notes. Every
time I came over, I asked your mom how she was doing. Before we even
had a chance to sit on the sofa and listen to her entertain us with a miniconcert, she’d complain about her bad back. Duh! Did she ever consider
the possibility that all of her back pain started when she was probably
forced to take cello lessons in the fourth grade? So, when it comes to the
cello, I’m not a fan. Okay?
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going to make this easier for you. I’m composing this as a list. After all,
it’s been three months since our fourth and final break-up. Those ninety
days have given me time to finally organize my thoughts and fill in all
of the missing bits of information—the little hidden mysteries of yours
truly—so you can hopefully understand me and where I was coming from
over the last year-and-a-half. You once told me you hoped to someday
be a contestant on Jeopardy! Or Who Wants to Be a Millionaire? I’ve,
therefore, composed this list as a series of trivia facts. I doubt any of these
tidbits of knowledge will help you in your future endeavor to become a
champion on a syndicated game show, so just file them away with all of
the other useless facts that fill that big, fat noggin of yours. Now that I’ve
laid down the ground rules, let’s begin. Shall we?

